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The Model: BLSSM
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Extra gauge group requires:

One extra vector boson Z 0

To Cancel the gauge anomalies, three right handed 
neutrinos and it super partners are required 

Breaking U(1)B�L two scalar singlets are needed
and⌘ ⌘̄
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Super potential extended to be
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Super potential extended to be

Original MSSM potential 
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Super potential extended to be

Original MSSM potential 

Soft breaking terms extended by
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CP even Higgs sector 

After symmetry breaking Higgs fields doublet and 
 singlets acquire vacuum expectation value 

In analogy to MSSM tan�0 = �⌘/�⌘̄
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CP even Higgs sector 

AT tree level the mass matrix squared in the basis  (hd, hu, h⌘, h⌘̄)
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CP even Higgs sector 

AT tree level the mass matrix squared in the basis  (hd, hu, h⌘, h⌘̄)

With gauge kinetic mixing vanishes the MSSM higgs sector 
decouples  

NH �⌘, �⌘̄ > �u, �d
�⌘, �⌘̄ < �u, �dIH 

hd(SM) < hu < h⌘ < h⌘̄

h⌘ < h⌘̄ < hd(SM) < hu
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Neutrino Masses

With TeV scale B-L  breaking  neutrino mass matrix 
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Neutrino Masses

With TeV scale B-L  breaking  neutrino mass matrix 

Dirac neutrino mass Majorana neutrino mass ⇠ O(TeV )⇠ 10�5GeV
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Neutrino Masses

With TeV scale B-L  breaking  neutrino mass matrix 

Dirac neutrino mass Majorana neutrino mass ⇠ O(TeV )

mass eigenstates mL ⇠ mDM�1
N m†

D

mH ⇠ MN

⇠ 10�5GeV



S-Neutrino Masses
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S-Neutrino Masses

Naturally suppressed causing the mixing between left and 
right handed S-neutrino very small 

IN case for very high suppression the masses of left 
 handed S-neutrino and S-leptons are almost degenerate 
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Even for large mass difference we still can have a small 
decay width 
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Cant we get a similar results 
 in MSSM if we replace 

the S-neutrinos with neutralino ?? 



In MSSM Such scenario requires a large  
fine tuning for masses of NLSP and LSP 
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Long lived Analysis 

Charged Long lived S-tau Neutral Long lived S-neutrino
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Neutral long lived

Long lived neutral signature probed by its displaced 
distance in X-Y plane L_xy and the impact parameter d0  

d0 = Lxy ⇥ sin ✓



Charged long lived

Unlike the neutral case the charged long lived candidate 
make tracks in the inner tracker  

*For displaced vertex search we rely on momentum associated  
to DV track as well TOF 
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MonteCarlo “truth” 
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MonteCarlo “truth” 

displaced distance added by MadGraph in mm

MadGraph generate the displaced distance by applying  
a exponential distribution function 



Event display by Delphes for  
S-neurino long lived candidate  



Event display by Delphes for  
S-neurino long lived candidate  



Analysis 



Analysis 

HSCP 8, 13 TeV 
 arXiv:1305.0491, CMS-PAS-EXO-16-036 
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Analysis S-Neutrino  
C.O.M.E = 13 TeV 

integrated Lumi = 100 1/fb
Set of cuts:

1- lepton momentum > 25 GeV 
2- isolation cone radios < 0.1

Reduces the charge 
mis-identification 
of  leptons and jet 
mis-identification

1- L_xy > 20 mm  
2- d0 > 4 mm

Reduces Non 
prompt SM 

candidate and soft 
leptons from heavy 

object decay
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Results S-Neutrino  
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Results S-tau  
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Summary

* B-L Extension of MSSM can provide wide spectrum 
for neutral and charged long lived particles

* Unlike MSSM, the life time is independent of the mass 
difference between NLSP and LSP 

* Fast detector simulation has been done, while with full 
simulation more info will provided 

* For the neutral LLP we rely on L_xy and d0 parameter as 
discriminator 

* For the charged LLP we rely on the track + TOF info 


